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Outline
 Randomness

 Born’s rule and EPR paradox
 Randomness quantification

 Quantum coherence
 Coherence measure: intrinsic randomness
 Quantum random number generation

 *Quantum entanglement
 Quantum key distribution

 *Other quantum cryptography / communication
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Randomness



Quantum random number generator (QRNG)
 Motivation

Scientific simulations Lottery & Casino

Monte-Carlo Cryptography
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Random number generator (RNG)
 Categories 
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RNG

Hardware: Physical RNG

Chaotic 
process

Quantum 
process

Algorithm: 
Pseudo RNG

Deterministic!

Unknown 
randomness!

Information-
theoretic!



Randomness: security foundation for a crypto 
system
 Snowden’s documents on random number generator backdoor
 On the Possibility of a Back Door in the NIST SP800-90 Dual Ec Prng
 “We cannot trust” Intel and Via’s chip-based crypto, FreeBSD developers 

say
 Crypto requires information-theoretic randomness!
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Born’s rule
 Probability to get measurement result 𝑥𝑥, 𝜓𝜓 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 𝜓𝜓
 Simple example

 Denote the eigenstates of 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧: |0⟩ and |1⟩

 Extended to generalized measurement (POVM) on a generalized state 
(density matrix), 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥𝜌𝜌)

 State projection is irreversible
 Interpretation dilemma: non-unitary inconsistent with Schrodinger’s
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𝑎𝑎 0 + 𝑏𝑏|1⟩ 𝑎𝑎 2

𝑎𝑎 2 + 𝑏𝑏 2

𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧
Max Born (1882-1970)



Quantum state and measure
 State

 Description of an object: contains a full set of parameters in different degrees 
of freedoms

 Wave function (ray), density matrix

 Measure
 Observable: tools to obtain information
 Projection, POVM
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Quantum intrinsic randomness 
 Given a known system and a known measurement device, shall the 

outcome be predetermined?
 Einstein, “God does not play dice!”
 Bohr, “Albert, stop telling God what to do!”
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Core of the debate: 
intrinsic randomness
Unpredictable!
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Randomness quantification



Randomness from measurement
 Which random number generator is better?
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0 + |1⟩ 0 ⟨0| + |1⟩⟨1|

0100110110011.. 110100011001..Unpredictable?

𝜎𝜎𝑍𝑍 𝜎𝜎𝑍𝑍



Intrinsic (unpredictable) randomness
 Intrinsic randomness comes from breaking coherence or superposition

Intrinsic randomness =   Nominal randomness – Extrinsic randomness

Yuan, Zhou, Cao, and Ma, PRA 92, 022124(2015)



Random number generation rate I
 Pure state case 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴 = | ⟩𝜓𝜓 𝐴𝐴⟨𝜓𝜓| ≡ 𝜓𝜓𝐴𝐴

 Intrinsic randomness = nominal randomness

𝑅𝑅(𝜓𝜓𝐴𝐴) = 𝑆𝑆 𝜓𝜓𝐴𝐴
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 Classical adversary with the iid assumption
 Conditional entropy

𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴 = 𝐻𝐻 𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸 = 𝐻𝐻 𝐴𝐴,𝐸𝐸 − 𝐻𝐻(𝐸𝐸)
 Quantum adversary with the iid assumption

 Conditional quantum entropy
𝑅𝑅𝑄𝑄 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴 = 𝑆𝑆 𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌 = 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴
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Equality holds for 
a pure state 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌



Random number generation rate II
 Quantum conditional min entropy

 Quantum adversary without the iid assumption
𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴 = 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌 = −min

𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸
𝐷𝐷∞ (𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌||𝐼𝐼 ⊗ 𝜎𝜎𝜌𝜌)

𝐷𝐷∞(𝜌𝜌| 𝜌𝜌′ = min{𝜆𝜆 ∈ ℛ|𝜌𝜌 ≤ 2𝜆𝜆𝜌𝜌′}
 Here, 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌 is a joint state of different runs of QRNG

 Corresponding to the security analysis of QKD against coherent attacks
 Individual attack
 Collective attack
 Coherent / joint attack
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IEEE Transactions on Information theory 55 4337 (2009)
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Quantum coherence



What is Coherence?
 Coherent vs. incoherent
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Framework of quantum coherence
 d-dimensional Hilbert space 

 Classical computational reference basis: I = |𝑖𝑖 }, 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑑𝑑.
 Incoherent state

𝛿𝛿 = �
𝑑𝑑=1

𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 |𝑖𝑖⟩⟨𝑖𝑖|

 Incoherent operation, or incoherent completely positive trace preserving (ICPTP) 
maps, 

Λ𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝜌𝜌 = �
𝑜𝑜

𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜𝜌𝜌𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜
†

where ∑𝑜𝑜𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜
†𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜 = 𝐼𝐼 and ∑𝑜𝑜𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜𝛿𝛿𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜

† = 𝛿𝛿𝛿

Baumgratz, Cramer, and Plenio PRL 113, 140401 (2014)



Coherence measure examples
 Relative entropy of coherence

 L1-norm of coherence

 Coherence of formation
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Coherence of formation
 Pure state case (relative entropy of coherence)

𝐶𝐶 𝜌𝜌 = 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌 = 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 Where we use the fact that for a pure state 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌 = 0.

 Recall in the randomness quantification, for a pure state
𝑅𝑅 𝜌𝜌 = 𝑆𝑆 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶(𝜌𝜌)

 For a mixed state 𝜌𝜌, one can think it of a mixture of pure states {𝜓𝜓𝑑𝑑} with probabilities 
{𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑}

𝐶𝐶 𝜌𝜌 = min
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖

�
𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶(𝜓𝜓𝑑𝑑) = min
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖

�
𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆(𝜓𝜓𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)

𝑅𝑅 𝜌𝜌 = min
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖

�
𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅(𝜓𝜓𝑑𝑑) = min
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖

�
𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆(𝜓𝜓𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)

 This is the “classical” adversary case, what about quantum adversaries? (Exercise, p13)
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From coherence to randomness
 Intrinsic randomness comes from breaking coherence or superposition

Intrinsic randomness =   Nominal randomness – Extrinsic randomness =  Coherence of 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴

Yuan, et al., PRA 92, 022124(2015); Advanced Quantum Technologies 2, 1900053, (2019)



Comparison with entanglement
 Compared to entanglement

 Strong similarities between coherence and entanglement
 Our study can be regarded as an extension of the convex roof measure 

from entanglement to coherence.
 Similar to the case of EOF, as a convex roof measure for coherence



Coherence vs. entanglement
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Quantum random number 
generation
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Trusted-device QRNG: single-
photon detector



Randomness in nature
 Superposition state

 0 + 1
 Spontaneous emission (vacuum fluctuation)

 Quantum phase
 Photon number
 Timing, frequency, …

 Entanglement*
 Non-locality: Bell’s inequality
 Unconditional randomness?
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Motivation
 High-speed QRNG

 Currently, experimentalists are working on GHz QKD systems
 Low cost

 Single-photon detectors are expensive: main cost in the id Quantique QRNG
 Information-theoretical randomness

 Eliminate the bias: random (secure) against quantum memory
 A framework for provable randomness: a QRNG model
 Randomness extractors
 Randomness test: strictly speaking, there is no test can prove randomness
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Randomness in coherent detection
 Schematic diagram of a 

shot-noise-driven QRNG
 Homodyne detection
 Phase space presentation 

of homodyne detection
 Generalized flow chart of a 

shot-noise-driven QRNG
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Zhou, Zeng, Razavi, and Ma, PRA 98, 042321, (2018)



Quantum phase fluctuation

Qi, Chi, Lo, Qian, Optics Letters, 35, 312 (2010)
Xu, Qi, Ma, Xu, Zheng and Lo, Optics Express, 20, 12366-12377 (2012)

Self-heterodyne system with off-the-shelf components
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6 Gbps



QRNG by measuring laser phase fluctuations
 68 Gbps QRNG based on the scheme of quantum phase fluctuations
 MIT Technology Review, “World's Fastest Quantum Random Number 

Generator Unveiled in China”
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Nie, et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 063105 (2015)



Summary
 CV
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Ma, Yuan, Cao, Qi, and Zhang, npj Quantum Information, 2, 16021, (2016)



Alibaba QRNG cloud platform
 High-quality quantum random numbers platform based on the cloud
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QRNG CHIP

May 2020
• Samsung && SK Telecom
• GALAXY A Quantum-A71 5G
• QRNG Chip
• Quantities QRNG Chip-IDQ250C2



Extractor
 Extractor

 A function, mapping a non-uniform distribution to a uniform distribution
 Key input parameter: min-entropy
 Requires random seed: output > input
 Strong extractor: allows to reuse seed

 Min-entropy
 The maximal probability Eve can guess it right
 The parameter from the physical model

33

Ext

Raw

Out

Seed



Upper bound of min-entropy
 Ideal case

 The photo diode can resolve photon numbers
 Wavelength: 1550 nm
 Time-window: 200 ps
 Laser power: 0.95 mW, corresponding to 1.5*106 photons per window

 Min-entropy upper bound
 log(1.5*106+1)=20.5 bits

 Randomness from a setup is finite
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Zhou, Yuan, and Ma, PRA 91, 062316, (2015)



Self-testing quantum information 
 In QKD, secure keys can be generated even when the experimental devices 

are not fully trusted or characterized.
 The output randomness can be certified by observing violations of the Bell 

inequalities.
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Liu et al., PRL 120, 010503 (2018)
NIST Nature 556 (7700), 223 (2018)
Liu et al., Nature, 562(7728): 548 (2018)



Semi-self-testing QRNGs
 Practical QRNG:

 Easy to realize,
 But assume device realization

 Fully DI-QRNG
 Minimal assumption about the realization
 Very hard to realize and very low key rate

 Somewhere in between?
 Semi DI: SI and MDI
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QRNG modules
 Two main modules: 

 Source: emits quantum states
 Measurement: detects the states and outputs 

random bits
 Semi-self-testing QRNG

 Conditional x, the source emits 𝜌𝜌𝑥𝑥. 
 Conditional y, the detection device measures 𝜌𝜌𝑥𝑥

and outputs b.
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Semi self-testing
 Source-independent QRNG

 Loss tolerant
 Allow multiple photon pulses
 Generation rate: 5 Kbps
 Continuous variable: up to Gbps!

 Measurement-device-independent QRNG
 Measurement tomography and randomness quantification
 Compatible with a practical coherent state laser
 Decoy state
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Cao, et al., NJP 17, 125011 (2015)
Cao, et al., PRX 6, 011020 (2016)
Nie, et al., PRA 94, 060301, (2016)
Marangon, et al., PRL  118(6), 060503 (2017)
Ma, et al., PRA 99, 022328, (2019)



Self-testing QRNG Summarize
 Ma, Yuan, Cao, Qi, and Zhang, npj Quantum Information, 2, 16021, (2016)
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40

Quantum entanglement and key 
distribution



Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox
 Is Quantum Mechanics complete?
 Local hidden variable
 Entanglement

 A pair of particles: measure on one particle would instantaneously affect the 
state of the other

Spooky 
action at a 
distance
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Bell’s inequality
 Quantum mechanics vs. local hidden variable

From wikipedia.org
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Non-local game
 Two players, Alice and Bob, are space-likely separated
 Alice (B0b) is given a random bit, x (y), say, by the referee
 Alice (B0b) outputs a bit, a (b)
 They win the game if 𝑎𝑎 ⊕ 𝑏𝑏 = 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
 Classical limit?

 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 = 3
4

 Quantum limit?

 𝑆𝑆𝑄𝑄 = 2+ 2
4
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Alice

𝑥𝑥

𝑎𝑎

Bob

𝑥𝑥

𝑏𝑏
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐



Misinterpretation of entanglement
 Entanglement cannot used to communicate faster than c

 No information carrier can travel faster than the speed of light in vacuum c
 Entanglement cannot explain telepathic 

44Picture from https://www.popularmechanics.com/science



Cryptographic Key
 Identical

 Faithful decryption 
 Private

 Secure communication
 Random (unpredictable)

 At least as long as the message
 Efficient way to distribute key
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EPR pair implies secure key
 Non-locality --- Entanglement

 Local hidden variable: ruled out by Bell’s inequality test
 Non-local correlation: why quantum mechanics is “weird”

 Natural source for secure key
 Strong correlation
 Randomness in nature
 Cannot be eavesdropped --- no local hidden variable

 EPR pair means perfect (symmetric) key
 Nonlocal randomness!
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Lo and Chau, Science 283, 2050 (1999)
Shor and Preskill, PRL 85, 441 (2000)

( 00 + |11⟩)𝑜𝑜

�
𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ⟨𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘| ⊗𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
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Quantum key distribution (QKD)
 BB84 (Bennett & Brassard 1984)

Alice

0101100

0:
1:

01X11X001X11X0

Bob

0101110

Eve

1110100

110100
11X10X0



Observations
 Random keys are distributed via QKD systems

 Alice does not send messages directly
 Users can safely discard keys if they feel the channel is insecure without causing any 

security problem
 Secure keys are used in later cryptosystems: composable

 Successful attack by Eve
 Eve obtains non-trivial amount of information about the final key without 

Alice and Bob’s notice
 If Alice and Bob do not end up with any secure key, the attack is a failure

 Channel is totally insecure
 Classical channel: authentication
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Theoretical security vs. practical security
 In theory, we have “unconditional security” or “absolute security”

 Information-theoretical security
 Do not depend on Eve’s computational power

 Why we still have quantum hacking?
 Theoretical security vs practical security

 Device imperfection
 Malfunction
 Malicious loopholes
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Quantum Key Distribution development
 Commercial and government application

 Not for personal lives for the moment
 Expensive at this moment
 Development

 On-chip
 Quantum network

 Metro scale
 Backbone construction
 Intercontinental links, via satellites
 Entanglement distribution network

50

USTC 2019



Commercial Quantum Crypto
 Products available on the market a decade ago!

 MagiQ Tech, ID Quantique, …
 QuantumTrek, QASKY, …

 Very practical field
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Other quantum crypto / comm



Bernoulli Factory
 Classical and quantum p coin

 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶 = 𝑝𝑝|0⟩⟨0| + (1 − 𝑝𝑝)|1⟩⟨1|

 𝜌𝜌𝑄𝑄 = 𝑝𝑝|0⟩ + 1 − 𝑝𝑝|1⟩
 Bernoulli factory

 Construct f(p) coin.
 Example: construct ½-coin
 Condition for classical coin: f(p)≠ 0 or 1 when p ∈ (0, 1).

 Counter example: f(p) = 2p, f(p) = 4p(1-p), f(p) = 1
2

1 + 2 𝑝𝑝 1 − 𝑝𝑝 .



Experiment verification with superconducting 
qubit

f(p) = 4p(1-p) 

f(p) = 1
2

1 + 2 𝑝𝑝 1 − 𝑝𝑝

Yuan, Liu, Xu, Wang, Ma, Zhang, Yan, Vijay, Sun, and Ma, PRL 117, 010502, (2016)



Quantum secret sharing
 Lu et al., PRL 117, 030501, (2016)
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Summary
 Quantum coherence and randomness

 Same quantification
 Various quantum information technologies

 Some practical while some not so much
 Quantum cryptography

 Practical
 Improvement on performance and cost

 Quantum random number generation
 Ready for wide implementation
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Thank you!
 Welcome to visit and join (post-docs and graduates)!
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